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1 Co-Op Students!
Once Integrated Case is Over, You
Should Haul Your Sleep Deprivated Body Up
To the CORD Offices to Order Your

The Cord Weekly welcomes all comments, criticisms and suggestions from its readers. Letters to the Editor must be typed, double spaced and submitted by Monday at 12:00 noon for the following publication. All letters must bear the author's full name, telephone and student number. Letters must not exceed 400 words in length and are edited for length only. The Cord Weekly reserves
the right to refuse any submission, and all submissions become the property ofThe Cord Weekly.

Eight month, 24-issue Cord Weekly subscription rates are: $20.00 for addresses within Canada and $25.00 outside the country. Co-op students may subscribe at the rate of $10.00 per four
month work term.

CORD SUBSCRIPTION

The Cord Weekly offices are located on the 2nd Floor of the Nichols Campus Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University (tel. 884-2990). The Cord Weekly is printed at Richter Web Press in beautiful Brantford, Ontario.

Only

The Cord Weekly is published twice each summer and weekly during the fall and winter academic terms. Editorial opinions are approved by the editorial board and are independent of the University, the Student Union, and Student Publications. The Cord Weekly is a proud and active
member of the Canadian University Press.

Copyright © 1989 by WLU Student Publications, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of
this publication may be reproduced without the permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
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$10 For The Term!

(That's Only Half an Hour's Salary With Those Great John Thompson Jobs!)
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Beijing massacre ignites outrage

Canadians react to China crisis
(CUP)
Students across Canada have reacted as
best they can to the recent military crackdown in
--

China.

And Canadians studying at Chinese universities
have added their voices to the international con-

demnation of the Chinese government's actions.
Visiting students at Simon Fraser's sister university in Changchun faxed home a message imploring Canadian students to support Chinese
demonstrators and help spare them from arrest.
Changchun is 1000 km from Beijing. Still,
dozens of Changchun students represented the
city's Jilin University in the demonstrations for
greater democracy that ended in tragedy. At least
eight Jilin students were killed; at the lime the letter
was faxed in early June, its authors said at least 20
of their peers were still missing.
Fearing the further arrest of Jilin students, the
Canadians who signed the letter urged the SFU administration to inform Jilin officials "that SFU will
not tolerate any actions taken against the students."
The students hope the Chinese will not want to
endanger relations between the sister universities.
Demonstrating and writing letters to the
Chinese consulate, say the students, will show the
Chinese that people abroad are aware of the situation there. "Acknowledgement from various
sources in Canada of this horrific situation in China
may serve to reduce the risk to these students," they
wrote.

On June 8, SFU students, faculty and staff wore
black armbands and gathered for an official day of
mourning for those killed in pursuit of democracy.
The events were organized mostly by students from
Hong Kong. Many of SFU's 100 mainland Chinese
students said they feared their visas would be
revoked if they got involved.

A continent away, the Newfoundland Telephone Company donated a few minutes of long distance phone time in June to each of 40 to 50
Chinese students studying in the province.
The telephone time gave students a chance to
inform their families of the situation as reported in

the Western media.
Though China receives shortwave transmissions
from the Voice of America and the British Broadcasting Corporation, the news does not reach all
Chinese, especially those in rural areas.
The students said they were grateful the telephone company allowed them to regain contact
with their families.
In Toronto, an estimated thirty thousand people,
many of them students, marched on the Chinese
consulate on a sunny Sunday early in June. The
consulate is near the downtown campus of the University of Toronto.
"It's usually hard to get everybody together because of the different political policies (students
have)," said University of Toronto graduate student
Wenyi Song. "We have the Chinese government to
thank for this."
Students from the University of Toronto,
Queen's University in Kingston and McMaster
University in Hamilton sang "We shall overcome"
and the Chinese national anthem as they protested
the brutal crackdown in China.
Members of the Chinese Visiting Scholars and
Students' Friendship Association were trying to
contact family and friends in China by phone, fax
and telex, Song said.
"We are trying to use all the means that we have
here to let the people in China know the truth,"he
said. As long as the people know the truth, he
added, "they will continue to fight against this fascist crime."

Will 100 frosh live in tents for a week and like it?
:HRIS STARKEY Cord Weekly

I

Frosh Week '89: Basic Training will sport a new housing concept for off-campus students. Up
to 100 first-year students will be
accommodated in "Tent City", a
makeshift campground facility
hat will be constructed on the
" awn
next to the Euler and
xopold residences.
Organizers
hope
several
totential problems will be solved
vith the Tent City idea. Orientaion Committee Co-ordinator
iza Sardi says it will allows offampus students to become more
itegrated into the week, limit the
ossibility of drinking and drivlg, and decrease the number of
ite-night Frosh Week revelers
'ho need to walk home.
Frosh staying in "The Baricks" pay an extra $30 to stay in
le

rented tents. They are also

—sing asked to provide their own
eeping bag, groundsheet, pillow
id flashlight, and must sign a
>sidence agreement.
Sardi says that no alcohol,
rugs, smoking, tent switching,
:ereos, food or "co-habitation"

will be allowed on the campsite.
"It's a privilege to be able to stay
on campus, and the rules are
made for the security of the
frosh".
"WLU doesn't want any
freshmen at risk," says WLU
President Dr. John Weir. Weir is
satisfied that the university's concerns of safety and sanitation
have been addressed by the
Orientation Committee and Fred
Nichols, Dean of Students.
Nichols is accountable for the
tent-dwellers' safety, and has
authority to "shut it down" at the
first sign of any impropriety.
Stuart Lewis, a member of
last year's Orientation Committee
is skeptical. "I can see it being a
real hornet's nest just waiting to
be knocked over." Lewis added
that last year a one-night
sleepover was nixed by WLU administrators because of the potential problems that could come
about. "I do give the committee
credit, though, for getting the goahead. As long as they've done
their homework, everything
should go just fine."

Icebreakers will be asked to
provide the 24-hour security
needed for the area. "Some of
them (icebreakers) think it is kind
of funny that we have to guard a

bunch of tents, but for the most
part the reaction has been very
positive," says Mary Hehir, one
of the Head Icebreakers.
According to Sardi, the idea

has been successfully implemented at Glendale College at the
University of Toronto and other
Canadian campusses

Subliminal money?
m/

JONATHAN STOVER News Analysis
Okay, it looks like an American flag

but it isn't.
The tempest-in-a-teapot about the tiny American flag on the new
$10 bill isn't worth too much space, so we won't give it much. Suffice to say that the flag on the bill is so small that a historicallyiccurate Red Ensign
the flag that flew during John A. MacDonald s day looks almost exactly like an American Stars and
stripes.
And I find it hard to believe that anyone is going to be influenced
o become an American by the teeny-tiny flag on a ten dollar bill. The
ied Ensign's been flying on the five dollar bill for several years now,
ind all we've done is sign a Free Trade pact with the U.S. governnent, and re-elect the incredibly pro-U.S. Tories to power for a second time, and ship Wayne Gretzky off to Los Angeles...
Hmni-jyiaybe I'd better reconsider this subliminal flag stuff...
--

—

,

—

Convocation Weekend (May 27-28) was a big
or
success, as hundreds of grads paid a fond
perhaps not-so-fond
farewell to Wilfrid
Laurier University. Here, you can see a few
--

--

happy grads and happy parents flooding into the
Kitchener-Waterloo auditorium for the event.
(Liza Sardi Photo)
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Ontario budget hits universities hard
nearly 3 per cent, one can see that j
90 year.
LamGary
the increase announced by the i
WLU Comptroller
Wilfrid Laurier University
bert said that he has heard talk government is in fact quite
will also be hit hard by the new
devastate universities' operating tax. Figures released in a June 12 that the province will be helping modest," said U of T student
president
the universities financially with council
Charles J
grants.
memo from President John
Blattberg and external com- i
the
new expenditures. Any addi"The effects of such a tax will Weir's office show that the diftional funding will probably be missioner Melissa Young in a let-!
vince's universities.
be crippling," said Professor
ference between the payroll tax
built into the annual operating ter to the Minister of Colleges j
Harry Arthur, Chair of the Counand the old OHIP contributions is grant, and Lambert warned that and Universities.
Although more money will be
;
$280,000. Coupled with extra
cil of Ontario Universities. "In
coming in to post-secondary eduI
the government "might lose track
Insurance
Unemployment
cation, new expenses such as the place of the $13 million paid in
was
OFS
criticism
The
more!
of it there", as the new tax is an
OHIP premiums, the universities
premiums, WLU will pay out an
payroll tax and pay equity legislaharsh. "Inflation has been eroding
expense.
annual
additional $369,000 in the 1989will now pay $38 million in
value
tion will more than offset the inof
operating;
the
grants...operating
grants have fal-!
"It will probably come out
looking like a terrific increase in len by 19.2 per cent from their!
1978-9 value," said OFS in its
funding, but in reality the funding
of Ontario's 1985
Analysis
increases will just be going to off"There
Budget.
has been a real inset the new costs," Lambert said.
crease of only .8 per cent in fundUniversity of Toronto presiing levels since the Liberals took
dent George Connell estimated
power."
that the payroll legislation comOther highlights of the budget
bined with employment equity
legislation and recent federal
criticisms:
budget announcements of a federWhereas the government
al sales tax and a new system of
$440 million to
committed
has
Unemployment Insurance contrisecondary
capital funding,
post
butions will cost his institution
COU estimates a minimum of
about $9.1 million. But at first
$872 million will be needed just
glance the budget offers reason
to maintain the operations of the
for optimism. It promises a $2.6
billion budget for the Ministry of universities' physical plants.
Colleges and Universities. That
The Ontario Student Asmeans funding for the universities
Programme will provide
sistance
and colleges will be raised by 7.5
$196 million in student aid, a 55
per cent and 5.6 per cent respecper cent increase from 1984-5.
tively regardless of a reduction
and
that
photo
reporter,
Cord
no
star
is
ball
Classic
filed
this
from
historyou're
big-time
When
a
Also, $88 million more will go
in transfer payments from the
talk
Ace
newshound
Kind
eh?
big
you.
Tony
meeting.
gives
goose
pimples,
you
too
to
to
ic
of
into an accessibility envelope,
federal government.
Photo)
(Ross Engellleld
Burke (left) met up with famed Sesame Street
But Connell said the universities
Several groups, including the need at least $90 million on top
star Bob McGrath at the Wayne Gretzky SoftUniversity of Toronto's student of that, just to match enrollment
council, the Ontario Federation of increases.
Students and the Council of
OSAP will no longer conOntario Universities fear that the
which they would not be eligible figure of 7.5 percent increase is
sider a family's ownership of a
funded groups must be open to all
SUSANA BEJAR McGill Daily
home
an asset in deciding who
misleading
insufficient.
in
the
board
concluded
and
singly,"
students.
Two groups representing fragrants.
"When
While OFS lauds this
gets
coupled
"It
with
the
inits three page report.
is clear
ternities at McGill University
Palm,
Inter-fraternity from the IFC constitution that the
Lan
it
change,
says OSAP still
costs
to
creased operating
due inhave been thrown out of the stuCouncil president, lost his seat as IFC is not open to all McGill stuhigher
estimates
a
level of parenflation (running provincially at 6
dent union building and one
representative to students
a
club
student
support than actually
tal
councillor has lost his seat after a council, and both groups have dents. Individual students may per cent) and a provincial increase in university enrollment of
exists.
not join at all, and only those orjudicial board found that the fralost their office space and about
the
recognized
by
ganizations
on
the $700
ternities discriminated
in council funding as a
IFC may send representatives," it
basis of gender.
result of the ruling.
read.
August said she was pleased
In the wake of a year of conwith the judgement but "distroversy surrounding fraternities,
The IFC may choose who it
appointed that they would not accepts as a member. Membertwo McGill students took the
Inter-fraternity and Panhellenic take a position on the financial ship in the Panhellenic council is
Councils to the student council discrimination,"
restricted to members of the najudicial board in April, charging
tional Panhellenic. No mechan"We presented a lot of eviagainst
stuthat they discriminate
ism exists to admit other organiwe felt they were
dence
on
how
and
zations or individuals.
dents on the basis of gender
elitist, but none of it was in the
financial status.
Much to my surprise, I agree in principle with something in
Most
fraternities exclude
judgment," she said.
membership.
women
Both
Michael
Wilson's budget VIA Rail must go.
The board ruled on May 12
"Fraternities are entirely prifrom
That
is not to say that passenger train service in Canada must be
that the groups were in violation vate. They are accountable to neifraternities and sororities have
dismantled, as it appears it will BE under the Tory plan. It only
of both the letter and the spirit of
been accused of upholding arther the McGill University adchaic, sexist traditions and norms.
means that operations must be rationalized and service must be opthe students' society constitution.
ministration nor (student's countimized for those who actually use and need the train.
Jennifer August and Samantha cil). They cannot, simply by "Virtually all fraternities limit
gender...Since
It makes no. sense to run a daily trans-continental train when itl
membership
by
form
of
a
part
Peeris cited
of the society banding together in the
concosts
directly
organizations
which
accreditation
for
these
about the same as a flight. And the flight is five days faster,!
council, receive
constitution
says counciltaking the trans-continental clearly have time and money onl
requirement
People
the
of
opentravene
hands,
their
and have no business being subsidized.
so
ness to all students,
does the
But
what
about people in isolated areas who see the train as their
together,"
body that binds them
the
worid beyond their milieu. Do we cut them off? Do we
only
link
the ruling stated.
to
subsidize? In my mind, if we were to leave them out in
continue
But the board said it lacked
the cold (so to speak), we would abrogate the co-operative spirit upon
evidence to decide on the queswhich our federation was founded.
tion of discrimination on the basis
The lines in ihc Quebec City Windsor corridor are the most used
of financial status.
in the country, with ridership steadily increasing. Clearly, if they
were to be spun off from VIA, they could operate on their own as, .
"The dues levied by fraterprimarily, a commuter service. Seen in this light, it is a tragedy that
nities vary tremendously. In some
the government is calling for cuts in this area.
cases the financial burden of
A system-wide slash to services is not the kind of deficit reduction
these dues presents an obstacle to
Canadians deserve. According to the Wilson budget, VIA had roughfree membership. In other cases
ly one month to cut their budget in half and deliver a business plan to
this may not be so."
save rail transport. No-one on earth could accomplish this task in a
year, let alone a month.
Council vice-president interthe
It is beyond argument that something must be done about the way
nal Ray Sattherwaite said
VIA loses money. That much is clear. But when you issue
ruling is a "dangerous precedent".
ultimatums, the process of constructive and consultative reallocation
"It brings other clubs' con-,
of
resources is a farce, at best.
stitutions into question. We're
creases. Critics say the proposed
1.95 percent payroll tax to fund
health care is regressive and will

payroll tax."

1

MIKE SCANDIFFLO Varsity
CHRIS STARKEY Cord Weekly
'One step forward, two steps
back' best describes what critics
are saying about the effect of the
1989 Ontario budget on the pro-

*

*

-

Frats attacked at McGill

*

CarteBlanc

C. ryan

byBLeblanc

--

;

-

.

going to have to go through other
clubs to see that they fit," he said.
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Briefs

Laurier

Cord to host national conference
Wilfrid Laurier University's student newspaper The Cord and the
University of Guelph's journalism club paper The Peak have combined forces and will host the annual conference of Canadian University Press (CUP) during the 1989-90 Christmas holidays.
CUP is a collective of 51 college and university newspapers
across Canada. The conference will run between December 26 and
January 2 and will be held in the Kitchener-Waterloo-Guelph area.
Bryan Leblanc, former Cord news editor, was elected as the
WLU paper's designated conference chair.
The Cord/Peak axis was first formed at the 1988 national conference in Halifax. Their proposal was turned down by the member
papers in favour of the Martlet's (University of Victoria paper) submission. When organizational and financial problems arose on the
West Coast, the axis was invited to re-submit a proposal.

WLU wins raves for promo films
Lauder's Institutional Relations Department has been busy collecting awards for its promotional films this summer. Three medals
have been awarded to WLU from two North American organizations.
The Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
in Washington, D.C. announced in early June that Laurier had
received the gold medal for its 1981 film for part-time studies titled,
A Matter of Confidence. The brand-new undergraduate recruitment
film Laurier: A Classic Experience was awarded a silver medal at the
same awards, which were judged at the University of Southern California.
The new film was then honoured by the Canadian Council for the
Advancement of Education (CCAE) at their June 13 conference with
an Award of Excellence for Best Achievement in Audio/Visual Communications.

New VP: Academic appointed
Donald Baker, president of Mount Royal College in Calgary for
nine years and formerly a history professor at the University of
Waterloo, has been named academic vice-president of WLU.
Baker's appointment to the five year term was confirmed April 25
by the Board of Governors, and begins August 1. He was chosen
from among 30 applicants for the position.
Baker will be responsible for all academic faculties, the library,
WLU Press, part-time studies and continuing education, the computing centre, co-operative education and academic services.
The 52-year-old native of Vancouver succeeds Dr. Russell Muncaster, who did not seek a second term and will resume teaching
duties in the geography department following a year's leave of absence.
In making the announcement, WLU president John Weir said
Baker brings proven leadership and scholarly abilities to the position.

"I look forward to working closely with him in the further development of our academic programs," the university president said.
Since 1980, Baker has been head of Alberta's largest public community college. It has 6000 full time students, 9000 registrants annually in its Conservatory of Music and Speech Arts, and 24,000
registrants in continuing education courses.
Baker has strong links to the Waterloo Region, having been an associate professor of history at the University of Waterloo from 1970
until 1980. While he lived in Waterloo, he served as a trustee on the
Waterloo County Board of Education from 1972 to 1974 and again
from 1978 to 1980.

Residence lottery leaves 347 cold
The annual residence lottery has come and gone and 347 first-year
students now find themselves looking for off-campus housing.
Figures released last Friday by Director of Housing Mike
Belanger show that of the 1134 applicants for residence space, about
135 men and 192 women (30.5%) will be trying to locate housing
elsewhere in the Waterloo region in the coming weeks.
The Housing Office has already had some calls from concerned
parents of students not accepted. "Every year we get about 100 calls,"
said Belanger. "Typically the fathers call for their daughters and
mothers call for their sons."
According to the figures, non-scholarship female students had the
least luck, with only a 56% chance of acceptance, while 69% of nonscholarship males now have a bed on campus. 21 men and 37 women
were scholarship award winners, and were guaranteed residence
space.
As some consolation to those searching for shelter, Belanger said
that the housing market in Waterloo is healthier than it has been in
years. "Last September we still had 300 beds on file...most of them
were more expensive or further away than most student accommodation."
With a new 300-bed residence/conference centre slated for completion by September 1990, Belanger is confident that the inability to
house first year students on campus will soon be but a memory. "If
you have 347 rejected applicants one year then add a 300-bed
residence, it will go a long way towards solving this problem,"
Belanger said.

The Dean Nichols Golf Tournament was a big (right) and an unidentified drinking companion
hit with everybody who went, as was the party share a jolly moment of good times. (J. Jonah
afterwards. Here, famed bon vivant Bill Rock- Jehosaphat Photo)
wood (left), WLUSU President A 1 Strathdee

Jonath nStover'sBlat nt Fil er

Gearing up for a year of controversy
This is what is known as a

"marking time" column. Since al-

mosL no one is going to read the

Cord's summer issues, I'd hate to
use up a great piece of writing
(Ha!) on a small audience, no
matter how appreciative.
As well, should I decide to go
over the top and call antior
abortionists
"fruitcakes"
Margaret Thatcher a neo-Nazi, or
something similar, I want to do so
with as big an audience as possible.
Thus, file this number under
"harmless
diversions."
The
fireworks start the first week of
September, when all those innocent frosh will get blasted with
some biting yet sensitive opinion
piece about why I hope Deng
Xiopang dies a hideously painful
death, or what's wrong with public education in Ontario, or why
things are going to Hell everywhere across the globe.
This week, we'll talk about
comic strips.
Comic strips? What the hell is
a column about comic strips
doing in the news section? Well,
comic strips are an important part
of newspaper history, from the
early 20th century to the present
day. They came into being after
editorial cartoons and before
comic b00k.% and they're as much
a particular kind of art form as
the novel or the film or the play.
The comics section is also one
of the few sections in a paper that
is read by virtually the whole
paper-reading population. The
quality of strips isn't as uniformly
high now as it once was, but that
isn't the fault of the creators.
Forced by the syndicates into
smaller and smaller daily strip
and Sunday page formats, it's
amazing that anything good happens at all.
Forty years ago, the average
daily strip had twice as much area
as Peanuts or Calvin and llobbes
do today. And the Sundays have
been destroyed by the syndicates'
packaging rules which make the
top tier of a Sunday page expendable,-so that it can be run smaller
in papers that want to run it

smaller that's why the first tier
of a Sunday usually has a gag independent of the rest of the strip.
However, there are still a lot
of worthy efforts out there.
Doonesbury, of course, in which
Garry Trudeau makes up for his
(self-admitted) cartooning limitations by writing the best
sociopolitical satire since the
original Walt Kelly Pogo (and
don't mention the abominable
"new" Pogo to me. Gnr!).
Calvin and Hobbes is delightful, maybe the most complete
strip around, with Bill Watterson
balancing art and story almost effortlessly in his dissection of early childhood. Berke Breathed *s
new strip, Outland, looks weird
and interesting. I was never as
fond of Bloom County as a lot of
people, but it was at least interest-

ing most of the time, if not as
clever as Breathed thought it was.
Any surprises on my list of
"good read" comic, strips? Well,
Little Orphan Annie is an exceptional continuity strip, thanks to
Leonard Starr's good story-sense
unlike an embarrassment like
the
actually happen in each day's Little
Orphan Annie. The Sunday
JBlondie is also something of a
guilty pleasure it's an unassuming gag strip that is aided immensely by cartoonist Stan
Drake's eye-pleasing, craftsmanlike work.
And imagine a newspaper as
good as Calvin and Hobbes or
Doonesbury. Hie mind boggles.
Don't expect any of this crazy
comic strip staff in the news section come September, though.
-

-

Yes the yearbook is coming, In fact it
is being mailed right to your doorstep.

In case you've noticed, there has been a
'flight delay.
The deiay is IL was local, and is as yet
to be fully understood. We offer apologies
which take humility to the verge of
obscenity(and beyond), and expect to
have the book to you sooner than soon.

sympathetically,
kEYeD kEYSTONE 90
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.today that peculiar sensation is stronger as the
white pages are. more stark, blank and the pencils
are sharp, hovenng eagerly. With great enthusiasm
~d greater trepidation, Hsiao-Chun approaches her
fust day at Beijing University.
After a brief, confusing introduction to her lectures, she hastily writes a letter to her cousin.
September, 1988

by Elizabeth and Linda Chen
This is the st~ry of a young Chinese girl's personal
struggle. against the Communist System in China.
The mam character Hsiao-Chun is purely fictional,
but she represents what. could be happening in
China today.

Dear Joyce,

. It is wonderful to be in university! Well, also it
lS _very scary. I have met many new people in just
this one day. Two of my new acquaintances arealmo~t finished their degree programs. Both are applyzng to universities in Canada and the United
The sun beams brightly as its rays fall on the
States for gra~_uate studies. I was very impressed
ba~ks and necks of the blind soldiers endlessly marby thelr ambltzons. This gives me inspiration to
chmg up and down the Square. Hsiao-Chun looks
~pply to Canada after I finish my degree. Wouldn't
S_he is as blind to the militia as they are to the
lt be wonderful to see you very often? We could
even share an apartment!
Copious beads of perspiration snake
I? your last letter you asked about my father.
down through furrowed brows, streaked
He lS no better, _but also no worse. My older
temples.. and sunken cheeks. They stop to
brother Dao applted to get financial support from
m pools of near-sightedness; their
the gove:nment two months ago. So far, we have
'""""'"" impatiently brushed aside by
not
recetved any reply. My mother doesn't seem to
'"'""u:st~u nerves. On this stage, ilie harsh
realize how important it is as she is constantly at
lighting is accompanied by the sharp
of fear, hostility and expectation. the hospital with my father. Dao says 1 must not
wor7, but to stay in school arul study as much as
Combined. these two stimuli almost
pOSSlble.
deafen the one thing still audible: an
I' II write you a longer letter once I am more
sweet, simple melody of hope.
settled.
Please write soon to tell me all your
. correspondents from inquisitive
thoughts
and especially about the University of
tnes record the staccato of fuearms,
roar ?f the tanks, but H<iiao-Chun does Toronto.

hear this swell of noise. She does

~""'A"''#, notice the cessation of the singing
the students.

* seems
* * to be a mysterious
Autumn always
ev~nt. It.is somehow more subtle, more
mtangible than the other seasons.
she feels the determined
force of summer or winter
the days of fall
slyly melt into
other and beg
to be created
and defined.
UIV'IIUI"·

.Hastily depositing the lette~ in the mailbox,
Hsiao-C~un bicycles to the student housing sector
of the City. Already assembled in the cramped
apartment are roughly twenty-five students. Wang
~an. leader of the discussion group, calls the meetmg to order.
"Fellow students, welcome to our first meeting
on _Disc~ssions ~f Democracy. Unfortunately, the
Uruv~rstty h~ stt~l refused to acknowledge us as an
offici~ organization. Despite this condemnation,
we Will and we must continue to strive for a greater
of democracy. It is through education -- not just within the academic curriculum
subscribed by the Chinese Communist
-- that knowledge can be wielded
. . .aslil a powerful tool towards the
advancement of a country.
students, we are the best
equipped to use our
considerable knowledge
in the development · ~
a greater

have witnessed
the potential of
the students in
the fust Student
Movement in the
Republic of China. This
May marks the seventieth anni
sary of that first cry from
munity. Today's Students can
dimmed cry. Democracy is not
Dan's last sentence ends in
After the introduction, the
smaller clusters, discussing s:oedlletiLGI
ocracy in passionate tones.
priority, is brought out and
Hsiao-Chun finds herself bes1
stature but imposing presence.
to unabashedly convers .
"That was an incredible
uplifting. I feel we could do
must do everything!"
"It was a moving pecch
must remain a little cynical.
really force the premiers to
in
fact, change an entire repubhc
"Your question is a valid
wered by a single, complex a
Therr dialogue is suddeD)J
charismatic voice of Wang ~
welcome and conviction. Hi
commanding one but it is m•fiWiimidai
ing. There is no nervous
confidence. It radiates q ·
around others like an afternooo
"You make it sound so ·
accusation, but there is also a
"It begins that way," be_,..._._
start at the university level. Wo
elections to create a re:IX'CliCDlllilr
dents. We must fight for •
newspaper to publicize 011
and ideas." Dan's eyes are ·
and his voice is more ill'lSpil'illtllla
·.~-, urgency and reveat
·:TJdependent" and
On her

"What's there
"We're going
"The plans are
"But what
"Ordet:, order!
urday May 13th,
the CCP two
the arrival of
this radical move
action concerning
press, an elected
tion and neJ)QtJtsm
the government.
probable risk of
We must show
we will take to
of classes is
hunger strike
but the world
for a
for long.
to discuss and
want to have at
•here she
Tian'an men
Hs:iao'.cllll...lel
way we did the
Hsiao-Chun
pose a letter to
whirling with the
The hunger
breath away. It
but now, away
sonality, she
the government
llllrllllre from dents' demands?
country go without
IIDwed
surely health was
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sun's warmth
and are grateful
that they are not
shivering in a
miserable downpour.
But soon the heat becomes
oppressive and they find
themselves huddling under
I know what
the meager protection of the
happen
to me. My
"tents" they construct using bed
wish is to inspire as many
sheets and bamboo poles. The
students as possible to continue what we
mP<>ther, however, cannot dampen the
only started. I know you were always
of the students. They are jovial and
conspiratorial as water and jokes about their skeptical about our ability to bring about
situation were distributed freely changes in the fifty-year old Communist
and without prejudice.
System. But you must listen to me now.
Four days later, as
"Perhaps what we do now will not
the strike enters its
bring demo.::racy today, tomorrow or
02nd hour, nearly 2 000
the day after tomorrow, but if we
of the 3 000 students have
keep working on it China has hope.
given emergency medical
You must help keep this hope
treatmeni. The tens of thousands of
within the people. You must carry
are now calling for the eighton what we have done. You must
four year old Deng Xiaoping to resign. So far
build a better future -- a future that
the government has refused to relent to any of the
includes freedom -- for your childreu
demands, especially this newest one. But the stuor your grandchildren or their
dents are also obstinate in their actions. The Xingrandchildren. If democrac-y
hua News Agency has sent a message from, CCP chief
is not a perfect way of
government, commnn1<l1
Zhao Ziyang promising to work out concrete measures to
enhance democracy and law in ex change for the end of
is far worse.· ............the hunger stJike. Wang Dan and the other student leaders must have a
scorn this message. Zhao is merely employing this as a tactic in her future.
to end the strike, and thus the censorship of other countries. If Right now
she is run
the
students accede to his request and the governbureaucracy and to speak out in self-defense.
by
ment does not fulfill its promises, the students
* * *
April 14, 1989 Hu Yaobang dies. The loss of
wi~ lose credibili~ amongst the working class
the Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party genChm~. Another strike would be out of the
erates waves of shock amongst the nation. His
questi?n. Dan ~sures th~m the be~t
death is perhaps most keenly felt by the students. It
to do Is to J?Crstst dogm~tic~ly until the
was Hu who encouraged irreverence of Mao's cutgove~ment IS fo~ced to g1ve m.
in-stone policies. It was Hu who supported stuPnvate~y. Hstao-Chun has
dents' agendas at the Politburo meetings. And
d~ub~? Will ~e govemmen~ .
finally, it was Hu who was one of the more likely gt.ve '~· More Importantly, will
CJndtdates to succeed Dcng Xiaoping.
gtve m before ~eople started ~ying. The
April IS, 1989 students initiate protests that will
students al~ Slaun to be unafrrud .of ~eath,
cause far-reaching repercussions that even they but no one IS Im.mu_ne. to the finality I~ spells. ·These peopl~.
themselves cannot predict.
are young and mvmctble to the pubhc. But they are
** *
also mortal; flesh and blood. Hsiao-Chun supports
"What's there to discuss?!"
them unfailingly but does not take part in the strike"We're going too far."
Each day she brings the strikers water and anti''The plans are all set."
~izzi!less pills an~ .little bouQuets of.
"But what happens if it doesn't work?"
m d~scarded medicme b!Jttles the hospitals
,
. .
sent m support of the strike. The once fresh
Orde~. order! The hunger strike IS set for ~atand eager students are now dirty and
~
urday May 13th, two weeks from today. That gtves Hsiao-Chun washes their hands and faces as best
the CCP two days to hold a meeting with us before
she can. The once white strips of cloth which served
the arrival of Mikhail Gorbachev. We must take
as headbands are now streaked with sweat and grime.
this radical move in order to force the Party to take · But the students valiantly struggle on.
action concerning our demands for freedom of the
* * *
bunch
press, an elected student union and to end corrupThe government chooses to respond to the strike and
of old men
tion and nepotism amongst the senior members of the protests in Tian'an men Square with drastic measures.
who do not even
the government. If we only go halfway we run the
It decides the army is better equipped than they to
begin to understand
probable risk of evoking no response from the CCP.
enforce the prohibition of the demonstrations. The
her needs and the
We must show them exactly what drastic measures
government is prov.ed correct. In the morning of June 4,
people's needs. The \...muc:sc
we will take to ensure results. The current boycott
the tanks arrive to forcibly remove protesters from the
must be able to air their concemsll
of classes is good, and we must continue it, but this
Square.
* * *
and thoughts. Democracy will
hunger strike will bring ~s allies not only in. Ch~a
Two days later the Xinhua News Agency announces
give them the freedom to do so.
but the world over. I~ thts day and age depnv~tion
the government's intention to execute the twenty-seven
And you must continue to strive
for a worthy cause will not be ~llowed to conti~ue
student leaders responsible for the unrest in China. The
towards this freedom or else
for long. External pressures wtll help force Chma
· .. .
. .
.
lives of twenty-seven young
.BetJmg !elevtsmn s.tations all feature photograph~ and
10 discuss and eventually adopt our demands. I
people will have been wasted.
want to have at least 2 000 students striking at
mforma~on concernm~ the sen~enced students. F~end
"And now, don't worry
Tian'an men Square. We'll arrange it the same
and family turn them m to. avmd .~e almost c·~rtam ~orse me. Just think, I will become
way we did the boycott: by word of mouth."
consequences of harbounng fu~Itives. In a commumst
martyr!" Dan adds the last bit
Hsiao-Chun sits down at her small desk to comcountry there are few places to hide.
only a shadow of his former
pose a letter to her Canadi!m cousin. Her mind is
Wang Dan's name heads the list. Hsiao-Chun
charisma. Bit it is enough
whirling with the significance of this last meeting.
cannot bear to watch the reports of the executed
make Hsiao-Chun smile. B
The hunger strike is such a bold plan it takes her
students. So far, Dan has not been caught.
she can respond, Dan has
slipped out of the crowd
breath away. It seems like a highly feasible plan
She stands by the gate to the Square, lost in
down a small street. Hsiaobut now, away from Wang Dan's dynamic perthought. Many people accompany her but no one
Chun watches, horrified and
onality, she begins to wonder. What will happen if
dares set foot in the closely guarded area. Some are
helpless, as four men step
the government refuses to comply with the stuweeping, but many are still as proud and defiant ~
out of the shadows to
from dents' demands? There was only so far they could
ever. The crowd shifts and Hsiao-Chun is jostled
Dan. He offers no
try go without risking the lives of many strikers. And
by an elbow.
resistance but looks
no. surely health was more important than democracy.
She doesn't bother to tum until she hears the
up at her.
ut
* * sun beats down qmet,
· determm
· ed V?Ice
· of W
The *afternoon
. ang Dan. S~e numb~y
as three thousand
stares, shocked at his audacity to appear m a pubhc
"Democracy,"
students begin the hunger
place when the government is crying for his head.
he
mouths.
~ike and sit-in at Tian'an
"You must leave now!" she whispers fervently.
AT first, the ·~~~~~~~4lp~~e~s,no~t~m~a~ttijeiir,l."~h~e~responds, "Sooner or
•
11'1 2 .
..later. they'll get me.

1
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A human boot smashing down on a human face
forever.
That was George Orwell's summation of the brutal
totalitarian state he envisioned in 1984. In that state, the
domain of Big Brother, history was rewritten daily, individuals who hadn't committed any crime but that of longing for freedom were executed as thugs and criminals, and
individual human lives meant nothing.
In China, even a million lives can be considered expendable.
Those were Chinese leader Deng Xiopang's words
after last month's massacres of Chinese students and
civilians in Beijing. There weren't a million killed during
that bloody week-long period when the Chinese government and military seemed to have gone mad but there
were unquestionably more killed than the measly official
Chinese estimates of a few hundred.
Possibly, if some reports out of the capital are true,
even Western estimates of thousands dead are off by at
least ten-fold, and maybe more.
It's hard to know what to feel, faced with the images
that came out of Beijing during those violent days and
nights. Horror at the sight of soldiers firing randomly into
crowds? Awe at the courage of the students, at the
bravery of unarmed people who tried to face down tanks?
Anger at the monstrous government of China, killing its
own to hold onto power which no longer serves the
Chinese masses, but only the desires of a twisted few?
Faced with Beijing, where does one find hope, when
the movement has apparently been crushed, the student
leaders executed, and history rewritten to turn a massacre
into a brave victory for the Communist Party of China
over its evil foes?
Where?
In Poland and Czechoslovakia and Hungary and the
U.S.S.R., where the tide has begun to turn peacefully in
some cases, riotously in others against totalitarianism
and oppression. In the example of every Andrei Sakharov
set free and every Alexander Solzhenistyn reinstated to
the Soviet Writer's Union. In a thousand places where the
desire for freedom has finally found its strength and its
wings, to take flight again, or for the first time.
~

—

~

China, held under the thumb of oppressive totalitarians
who extend back into the dynasties of the distant past, is a
land that seemed to have grown used to oppressive rule.
But, then, the Soviet Union seemed that way only a scant
decade ago.
China will change, if not through blood, than through
time. As the English poet George Gordon, Lord Byron
noted more than 150 years ago of the aftermath of the
French Revolution

BA only two letters of alphabet
Editor, The Cord:
In the midst of the current
uproar in China, a 21 year old
student informed the nation's 84
"You really
year old leader
-

don't understand the point...!"

This reminds us of a cartoon we
saw some years ago which
depicted a student rushing out of
university and proclaiming to the
World "I've got my 8.A.!" The
World responded "Take it easy,
son, sit down and I'll teach you
the rest of the alphabet."
Too many university students
these days are idealistic youngsters who would tear down all existing institutions overnight, but,

composite. It has proven to be the
weakest form of government

devised in the human experiment.

In essence it is just one level
a conclusion
above anarchy
-

unfortunately, lack the experience
and maturity to replace them with
anything better. In the image seen
in the vision by Nebuchadnezzar
(Daniel 2), the four World
Empires are symbolized by precious metals. Democracy, however, is the clay element of the

K. Barrett

Co-op story misleading
Editor, The Cord:

-

-

reflected in ominous current
trends developing in Western
society.

In the May 25, 1989 edition
of The Cord, I was misquoted as
saying that our Co-op and Internship programs "are slated to be
funded solely by the students enrolled in the programs by 199293". In fact, although no official
plan has been approved to date, it
is our intention to gradually increase Co-op and Internship fees
in order that a greater proportion
of Co-op and Internship program
costs will be borne by the students in the programs.

It is not our intention, however, to rely on student fees to
cover the entire costs of the programs. It is expected that by
1992-93, student fees will still
cover significantly less than the
total program costs.
I hope this clarifies any mis-

understandings.

Russell W. Muncaster
Vice President: Academic
The Cord apologizes for any inconvenience or misunderstanding
the story may have caused.

VIA: Going to the end of the line?
GUEST COMMENT BY STUART LEWIS

—

Yet, Freedom! yet thy banner, torn butflying,
Streams like the thunder-storm against the wind;
Thy trumpet voice, though broken now and dying,
The loudest still the tempest leaves behind;
Thy tree hath lost its blossoms, and the rind,
Chopped by the ax, looks rough and little worth,
But the sap lasts, and still the seed we find
Sown deep, even in the bosom of the North:
So shall a better Spring less bitter fruit bring forth.

Good luck to those who seek liberty and freedom in
China. Godspeed.
Editorial opinions are approved by The Cord Weekly on behalf of Cord staff and are
independent of the University, the Students' Union and the Student Publications Board
of Directors.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Chris Starkey, Editor-in-Chief
Elizabeth Chen, Features Editor
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Tip O'Neill, former speaker of the house in the
United States, was fond of saying "all politics is local". There is no doubt in my mind that the impending subsidy cuts imposed by the federal government
on VIA Rail are more important locally than at any
other government level. Although some people may
have difficulty coming to grips with this issue, there
is a harsh reality that there may be no passenger
train service in Kitchener in the near future.
At present time, most of the media coverage on

this issue has misled rail advocates into believing
that this is a national concern. However, Kitchener
train riders are mostly senior citizens, financially
disadvantaged persons, commuters and students
who are more concerned with cuts in their own
backyard. Who really gives a damn if railway lines
in the tundra are discontinued? Perhaps I am suggesting that human nature is somewhat selfish, but

people obviously consider their own interests far
more important than the interests of others.
It puzzles me when our trusted politicians spend
their time directing action committees on saving
our rail service to the so-called provincial government pork barrel. They are purely misguided notions or perhaps show lack of know-how on their
part. This battle must be fought on local ground and
once "grass-roots" mobilization has taken place
then perhaps it is time to make headway at the federal level. One must be able to walk before running.

Local level mobilization is the walking stage. It's
too bad our city's elected powers are far more interested in the showmanship of running.

This editorial is not an attack on our local

government. Quite to the contrary, it supports what
should be done to save a service that is desperately
needed. 1988 ridership figures show an increase in
the use of the Kitchener Railway Station, and of
last year's 202,507 K-W riders, more than 80%
were between the ages of 18 and 25. Also, a travel

agency on the University of Waterloo campus
reported selling almost $32,000 worth of train tickets in January and February of 1989 alone. There
can be no doubt that students use and rely on VIA.
Are we at the end of the line? Some local officials believe that efforts to save our rail service are
in vain. Yet giving up the right to fight for our rail
service is just as wrong as the threatened cuts.
There is iittle doubt that by taking' a nonreactionary, reactive and misdirected approach to
this issue, our local officials are not worth their
whopping salaries and expense accounts if they are
not effectively representing our interests at every
level of government, especially at the local branch.

VIA Rail...are we at the end of the line? The
way things are going one will not be complaining
about late trains...one will be complaining about no

trains.
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"GOTCH"-YA

By Keri Downs and

Shannon Mcllwain

What was the most exciting thing that you
did this summer?

Helped deliver a calf

Harold Riley
Security

My trip in a crate all the
way from Nova Scotia

Newf the Lobster
3rd Yr. Maritime Rights

Janet Gretzky

Deano Nichols

Ah, there's nothing like a day in the hot sun at a
sporting event to send the fingers a' scratching
at your gotchies. On the left, Janet JonesGretzky finds out why third base is referred to
as the "hot corner", as she tugs on her elastics at

husband Wayne's softball classic and on the
right, Dean of Students Fred Nichols gives a sigh
of relief after a dig at his drawers at the recent
Dean's Invitational at Foxwood. (CORD photos
by Tony Burke and import Joanne Sandrin)

We'd tell you, but we don't
think it can be printed
Roderick Graham
Martin Noakes
3rd Year Co-op
Weight Room

Stark Raving
by Chris Starkey
In 1985, my first year at Laurier, Orientation
Week earned $10,000 for WLUSU coffers. The
past few years the number has been lower, around
five or six grand. Last year, as a member of the
Orientation Committee, I fought tooth and nail to
make Frosh Week a "break even event. There was
a budgeted $600 profit for comfort's sake. The
Committee spent an extra pile 'o* cash at the last
minute, yet the week still regrettably managed a
$5300 profit.
When we found out about the surplus, we
thought some of the money should be used to frame
the Bruce Springsteen painting that artist Denny
Dent had donated to WLUSU. But WLUSU's Finance and Building (F&B) Committee didn't feel
that a $5000 profit warranted a $300 expenditure.
Despite the fiasci of the past five years, this
year's committee has been given a budget witn a
$2000 profit to work with. WLUSU's reasoning is
that as long as the week makes $2000, the committee can spend all they want. But that was the assumption last year, when the actual profits were
eight times the expected surplus. They say that any
excess funds must go through the regular
rigamarole to appeal to the Finance and Building
Committee if a Denny Dent-like situation presents
itself. That was the assumption last year and the
picture lies where no-one can appreciate it behind
a filing cabinet at WLUSU getting destroyed by
heat and humidity.
I'm not just slamming WLUSU's finan al staffers for the sport of it; I really care about Frosh
Week and want everyone involved to get their
K

-

-

Went to Canada's
Wonderland

money's worth. $55 is a lot of cash to shell out over
and above regular WLUSU dues when only $50 of
it is actually spent on Frosh Week revelry. No other
school in Ontario asks its Icebreakers to work at
least 15 hours a day for a week and pay $35 for the
right to do so...why not charge only the price of the
shirt and shorts.
Why not turn over any surplus to the First Year
Council to spend on year-round events? Use it for
alternative entertainment for minors like wet-dry
dances, A "How to Find a House" seminar in January for residence students. A "Frosh Week in Pictures" mini-yearbook type thing. Or use some of it
to put the Denny Dent picture up...donated by the
frosh of '88 and '89.

We found out last year, as previous committees
had, that you can't be forced to grossly underbudget
revenues and expenses and we fought to alter that
mindset. Those who forget the past are doomed to
repeat it, though. Obviously WLUSU's decisionmakers are more interested in making money at the
expense of the frosh who have no say in how the
money is spent
before, during or after Frosh
Week.
Maybe the WLUSU Board of Directors will
force the "F—in' Bee Committee" to budget for a
break-even week, realizing that it will still make a
couple of grand anyway. I bet the frosh would be
glad to read during their first week at Laurier in
September that their BOD cares about them, and I
bet I could find someone that would tell them.
After all, first impressions last.

Jana Stehlik
Honours Biology

Boffed a bat

Yicki
2nd Year Photography

-

Went to the first Blue Jays
game in the Skydome
Charles Seebach
Business
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Cafe catalysts conned by commercialism
.
·

.

The Singular Adventures Of
The Style Council
Greatest Hits Volt
Polydor Records
...1 dashed over to the building
to escape the rain. The awning
served as an effective shield between myself and the elements.
"Cafe Bleu" it read. I smiled as distant memories rushed Into my
mind...
It was many years ago that I first
came to the cafe to breath in it's rich,
blue atmosphere, sip a cup of cappucino and talk with friends about
the politics of the day.
In the corner, two lads crooned
through tunes to fit the mood. Sweetvoiced Paul played guitar while Mick
grooved in on the organ. They sang
of hard times, hard choices, love lost
and won.

I re-entered the edifice after my
long absence, expecting to see the
same old familiar faces.
Instead, I was greeted by young
bucks and long-hairs gyrating to a
DJ-rap. What of Paul and Mick? I
thought. For a second I thought I
spied them in the guise of twp suits
surrounded by bruisers and oozing
the odor of green backs.
But no, it couldn't be the same
righteous prophets of the new way
that brought songs Uke "Long Hot
Summer", "Shout To The Top",
and "Speak Like A Child" to my
ears.
I questioned a crocodile-clad
youngster beside me. She brought
Ufe to my nightmares as she told of
a "new" Style Council responsible
for recent debaucheries including
re-releaslng painful recordings of
early Paul and Mlck masterpieces
set to rhythm tracks.
This "TSC", as she called
them, has become nefarious for
their recent commerclallty and low
quality music. Leeching money
from their fans by selling old and
new material within a commercial
"Greatest Hits" package, The Style
Council has left their life as cafe
catalysts far behind.
I could take no more. I picked
up my hat and fled into the
downpour.

the 80's, McCartney finally
presents a diverse collection of
songs worthy of his near-legendary
status. The result is something
closer to a Crowded House record,
with McCartney's voice echoing
Nell Finn's, showing that the exBeatie has at last caught up to
those artists that he bas influenced.

Flowers In The Dirt has more
memorable songs than the entire
sum of McCartney's twenty year
solo career. By drawing upon the
talents of many producers and
musicians, the soloist has rejected
much of the romantic Idealism so
prevalent In his earlier recordings.
Collaborator Elvis Costello injects
wit and cynicism to McCartney's
personal sentiments, creating a lyrical chemistry in the spirit of Lennon/McCartney.
Despite the deluge of external
Influences, the record doesn't
sound contrived. The music complements the lyrics perfectly in the
songs "This One" and "That Day
Is Done". Like so many modern
progressive musicians (Talking
Heads - Naked; Peter Gabriel - So;
Paul Simon - Grace/and) McCartney, to his credit, explores international sounds as in the reggae track
"How Many People".
Although constant commercial
airplay of the Infectious and
ultimately annoying flrst single
"My Brave Face" may discourage
tired listeners from giving the album a second look, there is simply
too much here to miss.
McCartney redeems his recent
so-called career with a single album • albeit with a little help from
his friends. Much of the credit for
the album must go to the fellow
songwriters, musicians and producers who kept Flowers In The
Dirt rooted In reality and out of
McCartney's
all-too-familiar
fairytale garden.
For one of music's most accomplished artists, It Is unfortunate
that this refreshing change comes
for him at 46 and not 26. However,
It would be depressing to eventually see McCartney follow Flowers In
The Dirt with a dismal decade of
Wings material. As a famous poet
named Bill once noted: "Lllles that
fester smell far worse than weeds."

vel. Bassist Darryl Jones (Sting),
Manu Katche (Peter Gabriel) on
drums, and Rory Kaplan of
Michael Jackson fame all contrlbuted their own touches. Kaplan
must have influenced Donny a
great deal. Some songs sound just
like Michael.
Donny has a brand new image
too. Unshaven, In jeans, and a
leather jacket, the man looks like a
truly original performer.
New music, new direction, and
new look, Donny Osmond has
shown us that he can make it In
modern music.
And, hey, he's a little-bit more
than Rock n' Roll.

Jimmy Osmond
music reviews continue on opposite
page
...

~

~&!M~~ has the right stuff
From start to finish, Batman has a movie's
equivalent of the right stuff -- the stuff that made
megabits like Star Wars and Raiders of the Lost Ark
special, and -- more often than not ~- their sequels
not quite up to par. Whatever that quality is, Batman has it in spades.
It's there in Jack Nicholson's
remarkable performance as the
Joker -- and a blackly comic
masterpiece of a performance it
is. Nicholson is loony and evil,
his speech patterns changing from
scene to scene, his manaical laugh everything a
comic book fan could want. Has there ever been
such a hilariously funny portrait of anarchic evil on
screen? Undoubtedly there has -- but Nicholson's
Joker is spellbinding and sickening, a tour de force.
It's there in Michael Keaton's Bruce Wayne and
Batman. Keaton pulls off a difficult feat with seeming ease, breathing life into both Dark Knight and
millionaire alter ego. The filmmakers wisely chose
to use Batman sparingly, thus maintaining the delicate suspension of disbelief needed to keep the
audience from thinking too much about what this
guy is doing
a bat-costume in the ftrst

Steve Burke

place. When Keaton is on screen, though, he is undeniably the focus -- even when Nicholson is
cavorting alongside)lim.
It's there in the script by Sam Hamm and Warren Skarren, who treat their characters seriously but
not pretentiously or portentously
-- there are lots of tensionrelieving laughs and little bits of
comedic character delineation.
Light and dark elements are
balanced nicely here, with the end
result being that Batman never
falls into camp, as Superman -- previously the
best comic-to-movie adaptation -- did at times.
r.t's ~ere, i~deed, in .everything from set design
to dtrecuon. Dtrector Tun Burton -- who directed
P~e Wee's Big Adv~nture and Beetlejuice prior to
this -- has to take a hon 's share of the credit for the
movie's tone, which he himself called a balancing
act between psychodrama and absurdist comedy.
Set designer Anton Furst has created a Gotham City
that is an urban nightmare, a place of dark streets
and looming buildings that looks like a 1930s version of the future Los Angeles in Blade Runner-~ a
perfect place for crime to fester, and for a costumed
crime-fighter to arise. Kim Basinger's news photographer Vicky Vale is a delight, the Batwing
plane and the Batmobile are nicely imagined the
special effects are f9p-notch.
'
In short, the movie is wondelful. Oh, there are
flaws -- there were in Raiders of the Lost Ark and
Star Wars-- but the movie's undeniable magic carries one through them. The summer's only onquestionable must-see has arrived.

The Cappucino Kid

Donny Osmond
Caj1itol Records

Flowers In The Dirt
.?aul McCartney
Capitol Records
Paul McCartney spreads his
muslclri wings and shows some
- signs of life amongst the dreck of
his post-Beatles career on his latest
effort Flowers In The Dirt.
After dragging the flat,
watered-down 70's styl!! far into

It's been years in the making.
Projected sales In the trillions,
mammoth stadium tours in the
planning stage, merchandising blitz
ready for the cash to rollin.
Yes, Donny Osmond Is back.
I spent my youth watching
Donny and Marie, enjoying their
music and hilarious hi-jinks. But
Donny has come a long way from
crooning with his little-bit-country
buck-toothed sister.
"Soldier Of Love" has already
become a hit and this Incredible
record is sure to yield many more.
Very simple, and easily digestible,
Donny's songs are enjoyable ditties
that you don't have to strain your
brain for like all those Icky rock
opuses that seem to linger on
forever. Donny's material Is much
more forgettable.
Lots of Donny's friends came
out to help record this muslcaJ mar-

ind at tfie end of its tether
'By .Jona-tlian S-tover

Orson McNeil was a sad little
man with a two dollar haircut and
a suit of clothing three sizes too
big for him. He smoked a pipe
which he thought made him look
intellectual. It didn't, but no one
told him. It wasn't because they
were being polite. No one ever
talked to him, so why start now?
One day, Orson suddenly develops powers. He can fly. Laser
beams come out of his eyes. He's
as strong as an elephant. Two

.

elephants, actually. Invulnerable
to boot. Don't ask where he gets
these powers-who cares? He's
got them .
For a week or two, he does
nothing much. Lights his pipe
with his eyebeams, stuff like that.
There are oil spills and gang
rapes and falling airplanes, but
McNeil does nothing for those.
Why should he?
The weeks spread out into
months, then years. Orson

delights in going out late at night
and moving cars around, leaving
them· on their roofs, stuff like
that. Doesn't try to take over the
world. Doesn't try to help anybody. When he dies, no one goes
to the funeral. The body doesn't
decompose, but it doesn't get up
after three days and start walking
around either.
The universe shrugs, waits for
a few decades, and tries again. It
has all the time it needs.
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Tin Machine
Capitol Records

Scen!

the

COMICS GO TO THE MOVIES IN

music reviews cont'd from opposite
page

Take flamboyant pop singer
David Bowie, filter out any style or
vision from his aging frame, and
stick him in a band with three unknown suits. The result is a dreadfully boring and grating musical
concept dubbed Tin Machine.
Employing a scaled-down lineup of guitar (Reeves Gabrels), bass
(Tony Sales), and drums (Hunt
Sales), Bowie and his pals aim for
aggression: hit hard and fast
without any thought to a polished

MYSTER

EXPLOREONTEHFXUS

JONATHAN STOVER Cord Weekly

Nexus dreams of mass murderers. When he awakes, he hunts

them down and kills them.
It gets a little more complicated in the telling, but the precis
of Nexus is as simple and elegant
as a plot summary of Moby Dick
(A crazy guy chases a white
whale) or A Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man (the title, natch.)
Writer Mike Baron and artist
Steve Rude combined and even
cubed certainly don't make a
James Joyce—but the comic book
Nexus is a great example of a
good read.
It's the 25th century. Two
major powers straddle the galaxy,
and hundreds of other smaller
powers fight beneath them. The
Web is capitalistic, its citizens
lulled almost to brain-deadness
by a galaxy's worth of video programs and other forms of popular
entertainment. The Sov Empire is
self-explanatory, Stalinism raised
to the nth power.
Instead of the Gulag prison
camp system, the Sovs use their
"prisoners of conscience" in new
and innovative ways—they cut
the prisoners' heads off.
This isn't murder, because
sometime between now and then,
it was discovered that a
decapitated head kept alive on
life support develops amazing
psychic and telekinetic powers.

The Heads also act as living
power-collectors for a
peculiar form of power
called fusion- kasting. The
Heads can draw power
\
from the cores of stars
—and
linked
up
themselves
in huge battery networks,
of thousands of heads can do
just about anything.
'

But what do the ultrarepressive Sovs have to do with
Nexus?
There was a Sov planetary
governor who found it necessary
to kill his planet's people when
they rose up in revolution. He
fled then, but his ship fell into a
black hole and, improbably, survived intact to land on a strange,
airless planet.
Not quite airless. Beneath the
surface were catacombs carved
by intelligent hands. No inhabitants lived there, and so the
governor, with his wife and
young child, settled in for the
duration beneath the surface of
the planet which became known
as Ylum,

The mother died. The father
withdrew into himself. And the
child...the child changed. Imaginary playmates educated him,
tested him. One day, the child
discovered that he was a fusionkaster, able to manipulate energy,
read minds and fire destructive

bolts of plasma energy from his
hands. That night, the first
dreams came.
After he executed
his father, Nexus
went out into the
universe to

end product.
Tin Machine insist that they
are not just "Bowie's new band"
but rather four individuals with
equal contributions to the group's
music.
Unfortunately, the musicians
just don't work well together. "I
Can't Read" features rough accompaniment that fails to mesh
with Bowie's staggering vocals;
"Amazing" possesses a soft charm
that is marred by an over-

destroy

all of
mass- murderers

whc
haunted his dreams.
It doesn't stop
there, of course.
Where did the powers^
come from? How would v.
Nexus use them? Who V
sent the dreams? What
would happen if Nexus cast \
off his mantle, or grew tired of V
it? Could there be other
Nexuses? How would the
governments of the universe
deal with a being who was
as likely to execute a George
Bush or the chairman of Exxon
as he was Ted Bundy or Charles
Manson?
Good questions. Not that I'm
going to answer them here or

anything...
Nexus is written by Mike
Baron, who writes as if Star Trek

and Isaac Asimov had been fed
sideways through David Byrne
and onto the printed page. Steve
Rude, who still draws Nexus
when he has time, is one of the
three or four best comics artists to
appear during the 1980s, his art
always witty and stylish. Published by First Comics for a lousy
$2.45 Canadian, Nexus is available at comic book stores everywhere.
So what are you waiting for?

Comicbook fans prepare for adaptation assault
TONY BURKE Cord Weekly
When word of a major motion picture adaptation of a comic book
character reaches the ears of an ardent fan, there comes a feeling of

excitement and dread.
Rarely has the transition from the printed page to the screen been
faithful or satisfying. In past years we have seen a pathetic Spiderman, a borderline Hulk, and two-terrible Superman sequels.
By the summer's end, the first wave of a comic-to-movie craze
will have arrived with Batman, The Punisher, and The Return Of
The Swamp Thing.
With Batman set to make box office history, it appears that batfans are satisfied with the Dark Knight's big screen translation. When
news came six months ago about the casting of Michael Keaton as the
lead character, a furor erupted throughout North America. Petitions
and hate mail were circulated in a bid to oust Keaton from the role.
DC Comics' fans will undoubtedly be up in arms once again over
the projected Sgt. Rock movie. Picture Rock, a hard-nosed American
soldier leading his "Easy" company in World War 11, portrayed by a
barely English-speaking Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Perhaps the largest obstacle to overcome for moviemakers is how
to present these superhuman characters in a realistic light. When
Swamp Thing debuted five years ago, a rubber-suited Dick Durock
slugged through the swamp as the cursed scientist-turned-monster.
The budget was low and the quality suffered.
Avco Embassy decided not to support the fdm in the middle of its
release, but it went on to become a cable and video hit. The Return
Of The Swamp Thing is said to present the muck monster more
faithfully lo recent developments in the comic book under the

auspices of award winners Alan Moore and Stephen Bissette.
Improved costuming and effects could bring success to the project, but it doesn't completely escape the camp present in comic book
adaptations. The film features a pair of children for comic relief and
plans are under way for a "Smokey the Bear" type ad campaign.
Marvel Comics' character The Punisher may not be recognizable
to fans when it debuts next month. Dolph Lundgren portrays Frank
Castle, an ex-marine turned vigilante, out to avenge his family's
death at the hands of the Mafia.
Alas, stripped of his trademark death's head costume, there is
little to set the Punisher apart from the endless string of vigilantes
thriving on the screen today. Producer Robert Kamen insists that the
costumeless character, astride a Harley Davidson and a denizen of the
New York City subway, is faithful to the comic book. With these
changes, the Punisher will likely fail to excite an audience sick of
Death Wishes.
The future? Look for Corey Haim as carrot-topped foreverteenager Archie Andrews; Dick Tracy, directed and starring Warren
Beatty with A 1 Pacino and Madonna is slated for a Christmas release;
Spiderman and Captain America have both finally gone into production; Gary Larson's comic strip The Far Side; and future shows
of The Incredible Hulk will feature The She-Hulk and Iron Man.
Each of these creations will be attended by an audience gritting
their teeth in nervous anticipation, afraid that, once again, their favorite comic book will become a terrible embarrassment. As long as
directors insist on raping other media for their material, comic fans
will have to accept the many compromises involved with the big
screen.

indulgent guitar track.
Most of the cuts on the album
are little more than a showcase for
Gabrels virtuosity. "Under The
the
album's
God",
first
video/single, appears to be written
around a continuous, annoying guitar solo.
With Tin Machine, Bowie
wants to find his youth by doffing
all the orchestration and trappings
of recent years. Unfortunately,
Bowie
felt
and
style
that
musicianship were also expendable.

Tony Burke
The Miracle

Queen

Capitol Records

The rather unique, though
somewhat ugly, front cover of the
band members' faces molded together into one figure is the only interesting thing about this record.
With all four musicians writing

and producing, it is unfortunate
that Queen couldn't have put their
heads together for a different objective and make a convincing album.

While the aging English group
maintains a high level of energy, it
has clearly run out of ideas.
Through a quantum leap backwards, Queen manages to bring
back all the predictable trademark
guitar riffs, solos and harmonies to
make the record seem immediately
dated and boring.
With a few shuffles sideways,
stumble
members
the
band
through a series of grand themes
with nothing much to say. The
lyrics aren't so much pretentious
pseudo-intellectual as they are just
plain goofy.
Admittedly, side 2 (was there a
first side?) shows brief sparks of
originality in "Rain Must Fail",
thirty seconds of "Breakthru" and
in
somewhere
something,
"Scandal".
The closing track "Was It All
Worth It" is an ego-masturbating
look at the Queen 'phenomenon'
with the older-but-wiser band
members contemplating their place
in the cosmos. Perhaps with some
subtlety and a fitting musical approach, this awkward rock anthem
could have closed the album with a
positive note.
But that would be a miracle.

Steve Burke
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SPORTS
THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE DOME

comment by Brian Owen

It's obviously apparent as you
drive into Toronto along the Gardener Expressway. It's right next
to the world's tallest free standing
structure. It has a retractable roof,
an engineering marvel in itself. It
cost more to build than most third
world countries' yearly gross national profit. It's the Sky Dome.
Of course, I had to see this
concrete masterpiece and take in
all it has to offer. I had to go. But
when ? I can't be bothered to
about the
phone and ask
availability of tickets. Then out of
the blue my next door nieghbour
phones to tell me he is taking me
to see the Jays play the Detroit
Tigers. I was in heaven. I was
going to be amongst the social
elite of southern Ontario who can
say they have been to the Dome.
The Dome boasted of having
the world's largest McDonald's
restaurant with seating for two
thousand people. There were five
other Micky D's in the Dome but
I had to get my stadium food
from this one. There is also a
world class hotel and trade center
built right in and an enormous
training facility for the players to
work out and stay in shape. This
was something I didn't get to see
but had read about in the papers.
The retractable roof is the piece
de resistance. Even the players
stopped to watch the megamillion
dollar toy in action when the rain
began to fall. However, getting
there was the problem.
There is no parking allotted
for public use around the stadium.
My best bet I thought was to take
the Go train from Oakville to
Union station to get into the
downtown core of Toronto. By
this time I was wondering if all of
this work was really necessary
just to see a baseball game. After
I got off the train my next mode
of transportation was on foot.
This was on the marvelous
sky walk built for entrance right to
the Dome. It's a simple but
pleasant gesture by the builders to
make the last leg of your journey
an enjoyable one. There was no
need to orientate myself and get

my bearings because there were
ten thousand other people taking
the same walk. All you have to do
is join the sea of humanity flowing towards the modern day architectural phenomenon.
At first the builders predicted
the walk from Union station
would be a brisk ten minutes, but
realistically it was more like forty. Probably just a minor underestimation on the part of the

builders eh!

Now I was standing in front
the
Dome waiting to get in and
of
watch those miserable Jays. Or
did I come to just to enjoy the
ambience of it all. Realistically,
most people don't go to watch the
Blue Jays perform, they go for
the night out. If you choose the
later you'll probably have a better
chance of enjoying yourself on
your first visit to the Dome.
Anyhow, there are several bronze
figures emanating from the front
wall of the stadium to greet you.
They are probably the only real
attempt by the architects to give
the concrete monstrosity any life

want to build a morgue instead to
handle the influx of people expir-

ing from the walk.
I survived the walk to the upper decks, and was pleasantly disappointed in the size of the seats.
At best they are small and
cramped. The leg room was probably designed for midgets. Some
of the seats are even specially
designed so you can't see portions of the playing field. I was
fortunate enough to acquire
bleacher seats to have this added
feature free of charge to my visit
at the Dome.
I was now ready to sit back
and relax with my overpriced and
overcooked hot dog and watery
Coke, watch the Jays suffer
through another agonizing season
and wish I hadn't made the jour-

and flair.
The most difficult part of attending a game at the Dome was
the climb to my seat. It would be
a fair guess that most people
didn't get the seats they wanted
on the first level, like me. I was
amongst the majority of spectators who had to make the
Everest-like climb to the upper
levels of the stadium. I think I
even saw a few Sherpa guides
wandering around the five hundred level seating.
This difficulty getting to the
higher decks for some people has
been has been a major concern
for stadium officials. Three
people have suffered heart attacks
and died in the first two weeks
from the challenging walk up the
steep flights of stairs. In the thirteen seasons at the mistake by the

lake, stadium officials said that
six people died while attending a
sporting event. They are now
talking of implementing a shuttle
service for the older people and
those with special medical concerns from Union station to the
Dome. If they don't, they might

ney in the first place. To top it off
I was treated to a brief yet exhilarating shower to ease my

grief, the roof leaked right on my
section. To think I could have
watched the game on television.

Grid Hawks in dire straits
comment by Chris Starkey
It looks like Laurier might

have a football team in 1989 after
all.
Thanks to the chopping ac-

tions of several CFL squads,
WLU's football Hawks could
have some holes filled by some of
the fillees themselves.
I was worried for a while
there. With the 1989 Hawks getting by without quarterback Rod
Philp, fullback Luc Gerritsen,
kicker Steve Rainey, defensive
backs Geoff Belanger and Rohan
Dove, O-linemen Brian Breckles

and Mike Choma, and defensive
lineman Veron Stiliadis, I had
predicted a 4-3 fourth-place finish
and a quick exit from the
playoffs.
Coach Rich Newbrough is
hoping Stiliadis and Dove will
return, but realistically he would
be lucky to get one of them.
There will be a void, especially
with the departure of "V", but
look for Bill Madden's third year
to be his best as he takes over the

on-field leadership role and
Stiliadis' spot on the AllCanadian team.
But with Breckles and Choma
back, WLU will sport one of the
country's top offensive lines. The
defensive backfield is relatively
intact and the linebacking corps
will be Ontario's best, if not Canada's.
The problem will lie in the offence. Philp, Rainey, Gerritsen
and Nastasiuk. Gone. I don't care
how good your subs or your
rookies are, you cannot replace
four of your five offensive threats
in one year. Lan Mackenzie or Pat
Smalling may set CIAU efficiency records in their first year
of regular playing time like Philp
did. I doubt it. Maybe another
Rainey will come along and become the new all-time WLU
scoring leader. Probably not.
There will be no Gerritsen-like
fullbacks in camp, and Coach
Arnott may move to a twotailback system. And valuable
hands
and
like
experience
Nastasiuk's can't be replaced
overnight.
4-3? Probably not. No-one
will rack up points on the Hawks,
but the offence should put WLU
at 5-2 behind Guelph and Western's 6-1 marks. The playoffs are
too early to call now, but I predict
they'll advance at least until they
play Western in London. And
then it's up to the timekeepers.

Janet Gretzky gets to second base with man than twice her age! is
what the Enquirer offered as a caption for this shot. But in reality
Wayne was pitching just a few feet away to opposing batters at his
annual Celebrity Softball Classic in Brantford a few weeks
ago...below, WLUSU President A 1 Strathdee shows off his overpowering drive. Strathdee completely demolished a ball on the first
tee, not realizing that tournament organizer and prankster Dean
Nichols has switched a regular ball with an exploding one.

CFL camps tough
on WLU prospects

The ongoing CFL try outs have not been kind to (Toronto) have all been released by their respective
Wilfrid Laurier University grads, as only two recent clubs. Choma, Breckles, Stiliadis and Dove each
Hawk alumni are assured spots on opening day have a year of eligibility remaining at WLU, but
only Breckles and Choma have announced their inrosters.
to return.
tention
the
remains
a
fixture
at
center
for
Connop
Rod
biggest surprise of the Golden Hawk
The
Evrecent
Ken
departee
Edmonton Eskimos and
alumni
was
the Toronto Argos' cutting of Paul
the
Ottawa
raire has caught on once again with
last
few
Nastasiuk.
The
wide receiver/slotback had been a
games
of
Rough Riders after starting the
for
regular
the
BC
Lions and the Argos the past
the Eastern Roughies disastrous 1988 season. Former Laurier great Jim Reid announced his retire- three years.
Alex Troop, a WLU defensive lineman from the
ment from Ottawa earlier in the year, and is workmid-1980's was cut for the second time by the Oting in the automobile industry in Kitchener.
From the class of 1988, offensive linemen Mike tawa Rough Riders. Troop has had what WLU footChoma (BC Lions) and Brian Breckles (Toronto ball coach Rich Newbrough calls an "up again,
Argonauts), defensive lineman Veron Stiliadis down again" career with Ottawa, finding himself in
(Toronto), fullback Luc Gerritsen (Saskatchewan various states of playing and dressing with the club
Roughriders) and defensive back Rohan Dove over the past few years.

